EXPERIENCE ARCHIARCHY RESEARCH QUESTIONS
(revised 20 December 2022 by Clinton Callahan)

Researcher(s)________________________________________________

Dates: Arrived_________________ Departed____________________

Name of Project:____________________ Website:____________________

Google Point (Latitude / Longitude): ___________________ X ______________

Contact Name:________________________ Email:_______________________

Telephone: ______________________ Telegram: ___________________

Signature of (please print) ________________________ who grants us copyleft

rights to publish our text and photos from here: ______________________________

Land: Rented: __ Owned__ Nomadic: __ Date Originated: ______ Land Size
(hectares): ______

If land-based, number of adults: _____, children: _____, guests: _____, kinds of
animals: ________________

Preferences for contact by potential Guests: ________________________________

AREAS OF INQUIRY: (NOTE: These questions are framed up in Archiarchical
Terminology which you will need to explain as you research.)

1. From your perspective, how can a Guest create value in your gameworld?

2. How can a Guest participate by being a Client (of your Initiations, Trainings,
Healing Processes, etc.) rather than being merely a Consumer?

3. May I read a copy of your Codex? ____________________________

4. Who are your Gameworld Builders? __________________________

5. What is your Context? Your gameworld’s relationship to Responsibility on the
spectrum of 1. Denying Responsibility, 2. Child Level Responsibility (avoiding),
3. Adult Level Responsibility (fairness), 4. High Level (unfair), 5. Radical
Level?

6. Does your gameworld have a Mixed Context or a Clear Context? Who are your
Context Setters?

7. Who are your Guardians Of The Context?

8. Where is your buffer zone office for interfacing with the monetary currencies of
other Gameworlds?
9. What is your gameworld’s relationship to the evolution of consciousness?
10. How do you Distinguish and Navigate individual Gremlins?
11. Is your organizational structure Hierarchical or Toroidal?
12. What is your Decision-Making technology?
13. What is your Purpose?
14. What are your Gameworld’s Bright Principles?
15. What is your Gameworlds Hidden Purpose?
16. What are your Parasites? (dogs, cats, lawns, pools, special equipment or buildings...)
17. What is your gameworld’s program for training Spaceholder and Teams to start new Archiarchal gameworlds? How are you Replacing Yourselves?
18. How is your Gameworld documenting and sharing what you have learned or discovered?
19. What Authentic Adulthood Initiatory Processes are you delivering to your 18-year-olds? To Guests?
20. What Archiarchal Skills Trainings are you delivering for Guests?
21. What Emotional Healing Processes are you delivering for Guests?
22. How are you facilitating both Guests and Members to get rid of enough Baggage to go through the Eye Of The Needle?
23. How are you empowering Agency in your people to Cavitate, Occupy, and Navigate the culture that pleases them?
24. Which species of plants and animals are your protecting from extinction?
25. How are you upgrading the Standard Human Intelligence Thoughtware of your neighbors and local government?
26. What are the Beliefs of your Gameworld? Why are you using Beliefs? How are you healing Beliefs?
27. Which ecosystems are you restoring to balanced vitality?
28. What is your Children’s Culture?
29. What is your Women’s Culture?
30. What is your Men’s Culture?
31. In what ways do you deliver Technopenuriaphobia healing to your people or to Guests?
32. What are the Archiarchal Specialties of your project?
33. In what ways are you collaboratively interlinked with other local projects?
34. In what ways are you collaboratively interlinked with other global projects?
35. Do you have any books to buy or publications we can subscribe to?
36. What products are you producing for sale or trade?
37. What are your regenerative building skill specialties?
38. What are your relating and intimacy specialities? What are your beliefs or restrictions about relating?
39. What are your regenerative food growing, food production, and food preservation skill specialties?
40. Which heirloom seeds do you save for exchange?
41. What are your secret food or dessert recipes?
42. What are your secret healing techniques or formulas or discoveries?
43. How are you working with fertilizers and pesticides?
44. How are you sharing with guests about Whole Permaculture? (Inner Permaculture + Outer Permaculture = Whole Permaculture)
45. How are you welcoming and training New Refugees?
46. How are you caring for elderly or handicapped people?
47. How do you get your water?
48. How do you manage your sewage?
49. What handicrafts have your people specialized in?
50. Which materials are you manufacturing? Such as paper, wool, hemp, twine, yarn, ceramics, woven cloth, clothing, hats, shoes, belts, metalwork?
51. Which animals including bees are you husbanding here?
52. How do you handle healing of the 5 Bodies? Do you have any trained Feelings Practitioners?
53. How are you relating with 3 Phases Healing?
54. May I speak with a representative of your Witches Circle?
55. Are you participating in Artabana?
56. How are you dealing with health or fire insurance?
57. How are you relating with land and business taxes?
58. Do you allow smoking tobacco, marijuana, drugs, alcohol?
60. How do you manage with untransformed Gremlins?
61. How to you handle Adult Egostates when they are Contaminated by Child Egostate, Parent Egostate, Gremlin Egostate, or Demon Egostate?
62. What can you add to our Village Seeds website https://villageseeds.mystrikingly.com, a collection of knowledge and skill resources for regenerative culture living?
63. May I speak with your Mage?

Thank you for your help with the 'Experience Archiarchy' Travelguide Project!

If you have questions, please contact Anne-Chloé Destremau from Thoughtware Press.